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City of Glenns Ferry Planning & Zoning Public Hearing Meeting November 3, 2021 
 
Planning & Zoning Public Hearing meeting is opened and called to order at 6:00 pm on 
Wednesday, November 3, 2021.  
 
Commissioners Present: Kt Carpenter, Jennifer Baker, Denver Price 
 
Staff: Present: City Attorney, Geoffrey Schroeder, Lori Freeman 
 
Others: Debra Duryee, Richard Hull, Lisa & John Jensen, Allen Keillor, Teresa 
McCallum  
 
 
Item 1.  OPEN MEETING AND ROLL-CALL ATTENDANCE: 
Carpenter:  Took roll call. 

   _ X  _   Denver Price   __X_ Jennifer Baker 
   _      __Jill Hampton            __X__ KT Carpenter 

 
***Jill Hampton recuse from PH*** 

 
Item 2.  MOTION TO: [Action Item] Adopt Agenda: 
Price: I make a motion to adopt the agenda. 
Baker: I second it. 
 
Item 3.   MOTION: [Action Item] P&Z Minutes of October 6, 2021: 
Baker: I make a motion that we adopt the minutes from the October 6,2021 as 

written.  
Price: I second it.  
  
Item 4.  BEGIN PUBLIC HEARING:  

1. PUBLIC HEARING PROPOSED RECOMMENDATION TO CITY 
COUNCIL, ZONING DESIGNATION, ONE PROPOSED ZONE 
BEING RECREATION R-4, OF CERTAIN PARCELS* OF 
PROPERTY IN ELMORE COUNTY, IDAHO TO BE ANNEXED INTO 
THE CORPORATE LIMITS OF THE CITY OF GLENNS FERRY: 
a. Explanation of Hearing Procedures by Chair Commissioner, 

Kt Carpenter:   
Carpenter:  The public hearing will be a structured meeting as follows. 
Planning & Zoning chair, myself, Kt Carpenter, will call on the applicant, 
ARK Properties, LLC, representative, Teresa McCallum, to give 
presentation regarding certain parcel of property in Elmore County, Idaho 
to be annexed into the corporate limits of the City of Glenns Ferry, Idaho 
and designated zone. At the completion of presentation, public testimony 
will be taken. One person will speak at a time. Each person will state his 
or her name and address. The commission may ask questions regarding 
testimony given. Upon completion of public testimony, the applicant will 
be offered an opportunity to rebut, clarify, or respond to questions raised 
during public testimony. The commission will close the public hearing and 
either proceed to deliberation or take up deliberation at a subsequent 
meeting. Any issues raised will be addressed in the final discussion. The 
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commission will then recommend to the city council approval or denial of 
the proposed zone of certain parcels of property under consideration. 
Upon reaching a decision, the commission will direct staff to prepare 
findings of fact and conclusions of law for their approval and present this 
written recommendation to the city council for final approval.  

b. Staff Report: 
Carpenter: Has the staff provided commission with a staff report? 
Freeman: Yes, provided in your packets.  

c. Presentation by ARK Properties, Teresa McCallum, 
representative: 

McCallum: Good evening, my name is Teresa McCallum. I live at 
11204 N. Bar 21 Drive, Glenns Ferry, Idaho. I am proposing that parcels 
of land owned by ARK Property be annexed into the city. The reason for 
this request is that I feel that it will increase the value of those lots for 
potential resale in the future, being able to access city water and city 
sewer, which is already adjacent on the roadway going by the property, 
so it is really no cost outlay to the city to include these parcels. I think that 
in running the winery it has been challenging and with the attempt to sell 
the winery in the future eventually somebody is going to want that land to 
be a portion of the winery, is what I foresee, whether it be for additional 
holes of golf course or vineyard or potentially but not guaranteed, there 
are no immediate plans for additional RV spaces, but I think that having 
that flexibility within the city limits would be advantageous for the property 
as it stands now. As I said, everything is already existing there and it does 
nothing but increase city revenues and I would just rather work with the 
city and pay the additional tax then I would to be within the county, and 
that is about all. Is there any questions you have of me at this time? 
Price: There is no RV? 
McCallum:  I have no additional plans at this point to increase RV      
spaces and if I did, I would have to again come before you as a variance. 
I am not asking for that at this time.  
Freeman:  Conditional use.  
McCallum:  Yeah, a variance for a conditional use, I am sorry not a 
variance, a conditional use, I am sorry.  
Carpenter: In your letter you have, “It is our desire to have these parcels 
designated as recreational/commercial R-4 with the variance included for 
potential additional RV sites and additional golf course”.?  
McCallum:  It was brought to my attention that I am unable to ask for a 
conditional use/variance at this time. We will have to go through this in 
two different steps, so my application is not correct, is my understanding. 
And even if it was, I mean yeah, it would be great if I could do it all at one 
time but there are no additional plans at this point, I have no drawings,  I 
have nothing to propose to you in that regard but in marketing yes I could 
foresee some day in the future the sweet spot for RV places and resort is 
150 RV sites with the current RV that I have and the one that is to be built 
that’s already preapproved we would be at 79, but right now to tell you the 
honest to god truth we are so busy I couldn’t handle, in fact that is one of 
the reasons I haven’t moved forward very fast with the RV that’s already 
approved is because I can’t handle the additional business in the winery 
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restaurant facility and rather than jeopardize my quality of service I’m 
slow rolling the expansion of the RV park. I do probably, still hope to try 
and get it done by spring, but I haven’t only sent a few plans out for bid, 
and I haven’t gone to contract with anything yet.  
Carpenter:  But your originally request was you said it to be recreational 
which is what we are dealing with tonight is just the zoning.  
McCallum:  Correct.  
Carpenter:  Because all we do is make the recommendation to the city 
council as far as the zone, the proper zoning.  
Jennifer, did you have any questions? 
Baker:  Well, I am not sure, so you are holding the door open for the 
possibility of more RV’s? 
McCallum:  I am holding the door open, I am not closing it, that is true 
but this action does not ensure that I would get any future variance or 
conditional use, excuse me I keep calling it the wrong thing.  
Baker:  I think that is all for now.  
McCallum:  Just for the boards, the commissions edification there are no 
land purchases or eminent sales. I know the rumor has gone around town 
that I had a sale pending that is not the case it is still on the market it has 
been for the last three years but there is nothing pending at this point.  
Carpenter:  The landing question here? 
McCallum:  Correct, and it maybe that we just go ahead and sell the lots 
if it deems necessary or whatever, as the way they are platted right now, 
it would just be a difference of whether they are in the city or not, for 
residential I should say.  
Carpenter:  Well maybe this is a question for you, Geoff? Would this, the 
fact that this land might be eventually, having a pending sale, is it going to 
impact what we do tonight as far as a recommendation go for zoning?  
Schroeder:  No. The scope of your inquiry tonight is on what zone the 
property comes into the city because the act of annexing it is purely 
legislative this is the part that involves what uses the property can be put 
to and so any property that’s zoned can be sold by anyone there’s no 
controls on alienation of interest that you can attach to it and so the thing 
that guides your decision is the uses to which the property can be put in 
the zoning table, Glenns Ferry doesn’t have a zoning table it lists 
permitted and conditional uses so that’s all. Any owner of the property 
would be able to do any of the things listed on there. In terms of plans 
about whether they will or won’t do something that’s again as the 
applicant has pointed out some are conditional some are permitted and 
so you and other people with an interest in this would focus on these are 
the things that can be done as a right of use golf courses, marinas and so 
forth if that proposed zone is the one that you ultimately recommend or 
this is the one that has been requested by the applicant. The other ones, 
the neighbors and the city are protected and the city, from the conflicts 
associated with those activities by the conditional use permitting process 
which we have been through once before with this applicant.  
Carpenter:  Does that help everybody as far as clarification, it just threw 
me a curve, this a pending propose. 
McCallum:  There is nothing pending at this point.   
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2. TESTIMONY TAKEN: 

a. Public Testimony: 
Lisa Jensen: Good evening, yes, we own the property at 2050, which is 
on the western border of the property that you are considering tonight and 
at one time was included in the proposal. I have just a few comments to 
make here, first is to thank you for your service on this commission I 
served eight years as a city council member in another city and my 
steepest learning curve was around planning and zoning, so I appreciate 
the work that it takes and the fact that you are volunteering to make the 
city better. Second, we do support the proposal tonight we have no issues 
or concerns about that, other than, the more privately the CCR’s which 
we addressed in our letter to you and finally as we stated in the letter we 
expected annexation for our property at some point, what we didn’t 
expect was a process that didn’t include us from the beginning or such a 
dramatic change in the zoning for our property, so that’s what prompted 
the letter from us. Just to give you a little background when we requested 
the connection to city water back in June of 2020, we agreed to 
annexation at a future date, we were excited to now make Glenns Ferry 
our home and so for the last year and a half we have been working 
toward that. We had plans approved and we finally got our building permit 
back in from the county in July, we had a contractor ready to go and we 
staked out the house diagram on our property on October 13, which 
unbeknownst to us at the time that was the date it was announced or 
published that our property was in a proposal to be annexed. We did not 
hear about that proposal until the afternoon of October 14th when Lori 
called us and asked if we would submit a letter requesting to be annexed 
and an application for R-4 zoning. This kind of threw us for a loop 
because once we learned what R-4 zoning was we realized our house 
and shop would be nonconforming, mostly because of the sixteen-foot 
(16’) height limit, which I just wonder where that comes from but that’s a 
different topic. So, as you could imagine this proposal initially created 
much uncertainty for us so part of the reason for coming tonight is to 
thank the city attorney for the lengthy conversation, we had trying to 
understand what it meant and the possibilities and for him deciding to pull 
our property from the proposal, so thank you.  
John Jensen:  My name is John Jensen; I also live with Lisa. We split 
time in the last year and a half, we just in October gave up our shop and 
living quarters in Seattle, where we were going back and forth, because 
as we started building, so. First, I just want to say it for us right now, it’s 
pricking the balloon and popping it because it’s really been a terribly 
frustrating couple of weeks and I think the sunny day today and driving 
down here tonight and I seeing the same faces it kind of go where have 
we been for two weeks, is been so stressful, so frustrating it didn’t need to 
happen but it did, but we can still do nice things.  We are here tonight, not 
to oppose anything because we were fortunate enough to get a family 
reprieve. I also want to say we appreciate the work you do. I have served 
on county wide commissions, and I have been the token sane person with 
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a bunch of crazies so made me a target where I was, so I know 
sometimes it is not fun whether it is the council or commission to be up 
there and it is a volunteer roll. As Lisa mentioned, we did send a note to 
the mayor and council and that was because we did find out on the 14th 
the day after it was published, the day after we staked out our property for 
the first time because the contractor was coming the following 
Wednesday to break ground so we had some work to do real real fast 
because we were going to be building a 5 or 600,000, dollar structure that 
will be nonconforming from  the get go and that’s not something that you 
do, that’s not sane to move forward, so. What was really frustrating was 
to try to find out where did this come from, how did our property get 
included how did we get a 16-foot height limit, how is that included, and I 
have to tell you the answers were not satisfying. And we have to take into 
account the size town we’re in, it is not something that’s done every day 
here, but still when you’re dealing with real property, I will tell you the first 
thing we did after Lori called was the first thing we did, we called Teresa 
(McCallum). We said we support you asking whatever you want for your 
property, we’re on eight and a half (81/2) acres, it’s not going to bother 
us, maybe if she were putting in a concrete plant, I work with concrete, 
but maybe if there was something that was going to really impact us day 
and night that would be something I would be concerned about but my 
personal position is, my opinion there would have no more consequence 
to your decision then anybody else in the town because what you are 
doing is about the community and what’s best for the community overall. 
So we had to look at it from a personal standpoint and we had to pause 
our construction, we’ve lost our place with our contractor, we had begged 
and worked and do you know what this years been like, this year and a 
half been like, I’m a roofing contractor, I have been for 34 years, I’ve 
never seen anything like this and so to go through what we did, watching 
material prices go up and down, go and see osb at Home Depot and 
Lowe’s at 60 plus dollars a sheet, I went in a grabbed a sheet at Mtn. 
Home about seven weeks ago and it was $23.00 and I said maybe we 
can actually build and through some connections we got a builder that 
was actually willing to come down, we kept our house simple, it is straight 
forward, we have taken into account everything we were required to do 
the county zoning, we are agriculture, we took into account the CCNR’s 
which are really designed to have substantial homes on those properties. 
We did go two stories because we wanted to take up minimal space, we 
moved our house so it was inline with the structure that is already there 
because that’s easier for the farmer, we did all of those things, even 
knowing that someday that property, as Teresa says, will, it’s going to be 
developed, it’s the biggest empty slate in the city, or within the cities 
reach right now that’s right there, so it’s a super productive potential 
peace of ground, so we did all those things, moved our house backwards 
and forwards, had to go through the Department of Health again because 
we moved it backwards and forward because we’re having our septic 
system on the shop we are having that redone and we realize we want to 
have a no go zone for the farmers, I say all this stuff just to have you 
understand that the last two weeks have been for us and it’s been 
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frustrating there were days you would not have wanted to talk to me and 
Lori can tell you. But going forward, when we deal with people’s real 
property, we have to be better than that. I would just say that and one of 
the things, we’re both pretty savvy we learn pretty quick, we are not 
unfamiliar in this territory, we don’t go hire attorneys, I’ve never sued 
anybody in my life and I won’t now cause the only burden would be on the 
people in this city but if this were a big developer, if I were a guy building 
14 houses on that property this would be a problem, this would be a 
problem for the city. I am not arguing that I am not trying to debate, but I 
can goggle stuff and I can look to see recommendations from Association 
of Idaho City and see how it is supposed to work, and we could have 
avoided the anxiety that we went through. I am only here to show you that 
anxiety in person so you can understand the effect that it has and when it 
comes out that way it means Teresa does not know is she going to 
oppose? The first thing we did is call Teresa up, the second thing we are 
not cooperating with anybody, but these are our neighbors. Lisa took over 
the letter to Rick to say here is what we gave to the city council, you 
should know what we think, we may bark at each other about water but 
when it comes to being fair to each other about the open way we should 
be communicating we need to be better then that. And so going forward, 
this is a legislative action for the council it’s not a quasi-judicial action, this 
is something where a ethic que page with some basic things about R-4 
would have been super helpful, why, how did it get on our property, I 
won’t go into the things I’ve been told, but just knowing those things 
would have been super helpful. My attitude right now about our property 
is as soon as this gets done, because we do not want to do anything, we 
are not in any way wanting to get in the way, but as soon as that has 
done before we ever get a building permit again, we are going to be apart 
of the city. Our property will not have a stick put in it until we are part of 
the city and get a permit with the city this thing cannot happen again 
because it should not have happened to us now. So as soon as this is 
done, we are going to be helpful, what I said to Teresa I would like a golf 
course behind my house. When you look at that property in ways that it 
could be developed the only thing, I’ve heard tonight that makes me 
question is sixteen’ height restriction and the idea that she might want to 
sell it again. Right now, if you wanted and you wanted to sell these 
properties across from the state park on 81/2 to 10-acre pieces with 
substantial home, there is six million dollars of gross value there that 
could be when you look at those properties. That is the only thing I would 
look at that is, I am not making that suggestion, I don’t understand the 
sixteen’ height restriction. The other things we’re probably going to be R-
4, we are going to come back in here asking to be R-4 after we’ve said 
please keep up out of this mess or we are going to come back and say 
keep us agriculture, we will be happy either way but dog gone it we’re 
going to know what the rules are and they are not going to get changed 
on us in midstream again. So, we were very frustrated at that but at the 
same time I must say we were driving down here today, and we were 
heart broke.  
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Baker: I thank you for bringing that to our attention. This is opening up 
some things that I hadn’t even thought about and some of the things you 
put out in the letter, thank you for caring enough to come here. 
Carpenter:  At this point we are just dealing with the zoning application 
put in by ARK Properties, we are not dealing with any other zoning as far 
as the zoning that  
Jensen:  Yes, that is right, yes, that is right.  
Carpenter:  You knew that? 
Jensen:  Yeah, it was just our first opportunity to say anything.   
Carpenter: Yes, right and I am glad you did because it gave us food for 
thought, absolutely, I really appreciate that.  
I have another speaker listed Rick Hull, 350 South Star Lane.  
Hull: Yeah, I am Rick Hull, Richard formerly. Yes, you have a sort of 
written response from me as well. I wrote it in bullet form because it was 
meant to be somewhat enter active as a presentation. I know you have 
removed my parcel from the annexation proposal but during some of this 
conversation, discussion, as you will, maybe it’s worth going through 
some of the points. You mention this is mostly about zoning, but I look at 
it first and foremost it’s about annexation before you can even talk about 
zoning, it that not true?  
Carpenter:  The first step in the process is to make a zoning 
recommendation…. 
Hull:  You zone before annexation? 
Schroeder: So, could I madam chair? 
Hull:  So, this is a question so I can properly present my material.  
Schroeder:  Yeah, yes, in order for property to, when property is 
annexed into the city it must me zoned at the same time that it’s annexed. 
The city could conceivable and if they do so annex a piece of property 
without zoning at all, then it is allowed to have any use what’s so ever, 
cement plants, dairies whatever. So, the two are married together, but 
technically the annexation part is only legislative but the zoning act 
implicates the local land use planning act which dictates the uses to 
properties so the two are kind of wedded together…. 
Hull: So, it simultaneous…. 
Schroeder:  Yes, these folks are not considering the annexation act that 
is an ordinance and then another ordinance to end the zoning code to 
zone the piece of property. 
Hull:  In my letter basically, the summary was I didn’t consent because 
unlike the Jensen’s who are developing their parcel mines been long time 
developed by the previous owner and the whole predominant use is 
agriculture. And so, if you were to annex me in R-4 I would be totally 
nonconforming all the way around. That is makes zero sense. So that 
was number one. And I mean if you were going to try and enforce R-4 
ordinances on me it would be a financial hardship, that is not something I 
think the city would want to do. To A, I would only respond negatively or 
defensively, so of course not. What if you kept me zoned as Ag and still 
annexed me, let us say the commission decided to annex all these and 
kept me ag, which is currently all ag. Well, I still have some issues 
because my wife and I bought our Shangri La piece of Idaho with other 
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future visions in mind including like a guest house for example, there is no 
explicate provisions in the city ordinances to allow a guest house, it talks 
about bed and breakfasts, it does not talk about a guest house.  The 
county does allow a guest house, of 900 square feet. And we will get to 
one of my other objections here in a little bit. I will not even go into the 
implied consent because I do not think it no longer applies to me. I do 
have city water, but city ordinance has an explicit provision for providing 
city water to somebody outside city limit, rural area and I appreciate 
having city water. Let us just get on to the concerns, not of my parcel but 
the whole subdivision as it exists. All these parcels are apart of a 
subdivision called Three Island Development with its own CCNR’s, its 
own governess, it’s all either ag or more stricter than ag but 80 to 100% of 
it is in conflict with R-4 zoning. So now we have a big issue of okay you 
annex this to R-4 what happens to the subdivision, what is the roll of the 
subdivision, who dominates? I really think it behooves the city to resolve 
the subdivision verses the annexation just before you proceed with the 
annexation. I am not against the annexation, do not get me wrong, I just 
think the subdivision issue and all the conflicts and nonconforming is 
against the proposed zoning, would all need to get resolved. Now, that 
could mean we dissolve the zoning issue because the original subdivision 
was eight residential properties. Maybe all the bylaws and everything has 
to be rewritten by the subdivision that’s going to take an attorney to do all 
that and it’s going to take McCallum’s and the Jensen’s and the Hull’s to 
all sort of agree. So, I just think that needs resolved and then the other 
thing is the issue of irrigation water rights. And there is some confusion 
here, I have talked to Teresa, she tells me that it is deeded into my 
property. The Jensen’s looked at their deed, they see no evidence of the 
irrigation water rights from Little Canyon Creek, deeded into them, they 
think it’s all been given to the HOA (Home Owners Association), again, 
this Three Island Development, so then that now creates another issue of 
this Three Island Development being annexed into the city, rezoned, to 
potentially resold to another owner, the Jensen’s and the Hull’s really 
want to make sure our water rights are documented, deeded or somehow 
in perpetuity assured that we are going to have irrigation water rights. So, 
there is some confusion there, I think it is going to take an attorney to look 
at all the appropriated documents and decide what is fact, what is fiction 
and if we need changes, we will make changes. And lastly, this is 
personal so, I know the commission may or may not like what I have to 
say but again we bought this as our Idaho Shangri La I’m an amateur 
astronomer, I just put significant amount of financial capital into building 
observatory buildings on my property, the county has lighting ordinances 
and they can be prosecuted as nuisances if people violate the 
ordinances, city has no such ordinances and I sort of understand why 
because you have so many businesses they’d be in violation, you’d never 
be able get them into compliance and cost considerable to get them in 
compliances anyhow. So personal request would be if you do proceed 
with the annexation on these properties, how they are zoned, I’d like to 
see a conditional use stipulated on them, that they adopt the county 
lighting ordinance, basically says that things like big bright security lights 
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must have shields, they aim the light down 30 degrees cones, bulb 
cannot be seen by the neighboring property. That is what lighting is 
about. Everything else is a waste, horizontal, up in the sky, it is a waste, a 
waste of energy. And, I would say that it’s consistent with the R-4 
envision of recreation, people come here, they come to Three Island 
Park, they come to McCallum’s RV Park, they come to the other RV Park 
because they want a piece of nature, they want to escape Boise to here 
and Twin Falls, they enjoy things here they want to enjoy the animals, 
enjoy the dark sky, they want some sort of  a rural feel. You start putting 
lighting up everywhere, and if it is uncontrol lighting your destroying that, 
almost destroying the whole intent that the recreation will provide. So, that 
is just another thing to consider, when you consider my proposal for 
adopting the lighting. That sort of a summary of how we feel.  
Baker:  I know white pollution is a real pain and we are blessed to have 
that big observatory that is out there, it is there for a reason. 
Carpenter:  Thank you Mr. Hull, we appreciate your input and giving us a 
lot of food for thought, all of you have so far. I do have another speaker 
listed; I cannot read the name.  
Keiller: No, no, I am not speaking.  
Carpenter:  Oh, there is a “no” there. We did have two written 
testimonies and both of them have spoken.  
Schroeder:  I can provide a little bit of clarification on a couple of issues 
that Mr. Hull brought up.  
Carpenter:  On a couple of things, I want to get lined out while you are 
getting situated. The CCNR’s, lighting, and the zone heights. 
Schroeder:  The CCNR’s issue is really kind of, well it is important but 
there is two separate schemes of regulations that exist. One is laid over 
the other. Well and in this case, there is three (3). Right now, the property 
is subject to county ordinances, but it has also got CCNR’s, so right now, 
today there are two separate regulatory scheme’s that cover the 
subdivision and so the people that created the subdivision and the people 
that buy into the subdivision have bought into abiding by being bound by 
CCNR’s. Those can be simultaneously more restrictive than county 
ordinances and depending on what the issue is, they can be more liberal 
to county ordinance. So, the CCNR’s…. 
Baker:  Okay this sounds really dumb, but I need to know this right away, 
are these lots that we are talking about here are these the some total of 
this subdivision? 
Schroeder: No.  
Baker: I mean with the people here.  
Schroeder:  Are there any other owners, just the three of you? That’s 
very important.  
McCallum: ARK, Jensen’s and Hull own the entire deed.  
Barker:  I needed to know that.  
Hull:  I will point out to the commission you annexed part, some of the 
subdivision before. They were part of the subdivision, that is what I think 
should have been resolved when you annexed those, but it was not. 
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Freeman: So, these two right here are what was annexed in, is that what 
you are talking about? This right there is Hull’s, Jensen’s and the rest of 
this is what’s you are zoning.  
Hull:  Right.  
Baker:  Right, but there are no more lots further off the map? 
Freeman:  No.  
Schroeder:  So existing covenants scheme says for example, I am just 
going to make up examples, so the county zoning ordinance says for 
example, you cannot have a cement mixer plant or diary or whatever, the 
CCNR’s add a layer to that your house can only be purple and cannot 
have green, something like that. And so, your simultaneously bound but 
with two different regulatory agencies, one is the county and then one is 
the HOA board which I suspect consists of three people. Those things 
can be disposed of, dispensed with whatever, but they can be more 
restrictive they can also be less restrictive but when it comes to the entity, 
the governmental entity, those restrictions apply but the government 
entity has no say in the color of the house unless the zoning ordinance 
applies to the color of the house. So, there maybe a conflict in terms of 
building height. CCNR’s say 23 ft., and the city ordinance say sixteen and 
county says twenty-eight. Well now which one do I do, well you do the 
one, the government can come in and go that’s too high and I think this is 
an appropriate time to point out a couple of things, which has consistently 
been the theme of this Comp. Plan, written by a guy I know or at least the 
assistance of this Planning and Zoning commission nine (9) years ago. 
“When things come up like this, change them, immediately”! Unless 
you can point to why 16 ft is a good height restriction and it has clearly 
caused a problem, you change it! 
Carpenter:  The planning and zoning commission or city council? 
Schroeder:  We have done this before in other zoning things and where 
this body, sua sponte or through its own recommendation of staff says, 
we want to change the zoning ordinance because these things have 
come up and this thing is laden with those, not unduly impede from 
obtaining highest and best use, periodic ordinances for potential 
discourage of economic growth, encourage innovation, ensure that 
zoning ordinances do not unduly obstruct or inhibit economic growth or 
stifle innovation. So where is this 16 ft. height, and this happens I am here 
to tell you, every city in this state has some obscure qualm in its 
ordinances, we will just comply with it or whatever, nope, nobody ever 
says why do we do this until here they are. Now they are jumping from 
one regulatory scheme to another, where as Mr. Hull has pointed out, he 
is now subject to a regulatory scheme that is favorable to one of his 
hobbies and it now going to not be simulative regulated. I do not know 
whether we can or should do it or want to, maybe we do, I don’t know, if 
we are going to adopt that as part of the zoning ordinance, you can also 
adopt light ordinances outside of zoning as regular nuisance that’s not for 
today thing. Anyway, I think that helps explain….  
Hull:  The lighting could be on a conditional use only on say, these 
parcels but there are some things in your example where there’s just 
conflicts, cannot be one that supersedes the other one. 
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Schroeder:  They do everywhere, they do everywhere, everywhere there 
is an HOA, so either the HOA goes defunked or the thing goes banco and  
it quits, and I’ve dealt with these a lot so part if it you can solve yourself 
internally with the HOA, try to make it consistent with regulatory scheme 
to which you will be subject you are right now ither in the county or the 
city. But so, I do not think the city doesn’t really have a role in resolving 
that unless there is a part of the ordinance like the 16ft. thing, I don’t even 
know where that, this was adopted in like 2009 or 2006?  
Baker: Does it have anything to do with that airport out there, maybe? 
Schroeder: No, the airport will have its own thing. 
Freeman:  If you look in the ag zone the height is 35 ft and also in R-1 
residential the height is 35 ft.  
Baker: Is it my understanding now that whatever the HOA things you 
guys have going on with your property there are really of no concern to us 
right now unless there is one that is in direct conflict with something that’s 
in the code of whatever zone this ends up being. Other then that it really 
does not matter to us. 
Hull:  If it were R-4 compared to what currently exists you would almost 
have a total conflict.  
Baker:  No, your HOA ones. What is the higher archi? 
Schroeder: So, the higher archi is clearly this, let us say they do the R-4 
recreational as it stands right now. So, the HOA can say you have a 23-
height restriction, and the zoning says sixteen, that prevails. The zoning 
can say you can have cows and zebras, lions and tigers and the HOA can 
say you can have nothing but cats and goldfish. So, the city if he comes 
in here and says my neighbor has a zebra then we say, take it to the HOA 
board. The HOA board is going to enforce the cats and goldfish. If the 
HOA board says that you can have a 23 ft height and they become R-4 
and he is building a 23 ft thing and our city ordinances restricts it to 
sixteen then we send the police out and we tell them to stop, which is 
what brought the Jensen’s here. So, that is how that conflict, that is the 
higher archi. If the more restrictive one turns into enforcement action, 
then the entity that has the more restrictive restriction they are the one in 
charge of enforcing it. And so, the cities role is only those ones that 
impinge on the city ordinances. 
Carpenter: So, my understanding, Geoff, is you had mentioned that we 
have run into this previously and part of our recommendations to the city 
was that some of these issues need to be corrected?  
Schroeder:  Well, so, you have changed some of the ordinances for 
permitted uses or changed uses in zones, where we have rezoned 
parcels of property to reflect the uses which they have actually been put. 
Carpenter:  We would not make a recommendation to…. 
Schroeder:  The thing I am talking about fixing the 16 ft height restriction 
that’s arbitrary and arguably senseless, would be a separate 
recommendation, you would make through Lori, kind of in the part of 
routine matters, separate from this annexation. It would not be part of this 
restriction. I mean you could, we could add it as a foot note, we could go, 
“by the way” …., what is coming in the mail next is fixing this height 
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restriction. But so far Teresa (McCallum) has not indicated it has not 
bugged her, or maybe it does.  

b. Written Testimony Received: 
Carpenter: We received two written testimonies.  
3. REBUTTAL: Rebuttal by applicant: 
McCallum:  So, in rebuttal, a couple of items that have been brought up 
and I was unaware of the 16 foot thing and I am all for, lets change it 
because I can foresee, there was a building intended on the existing RV 
park that’s preapproved for a laundry, office, slash whatever, that was 
approved with the first drawings and could foresee where that might need 
to be two stories, therefore it might need to be over 16 foot so I agree with 
the Jensen’s over 16 foot if you could make that recommendation that 
would be lovely, then we all could be happy. Second issue, lighting. I 
have spoken with the Hull’s before, and John and I have agreed to 
attempt to do down cones and do down lighting on our developments and 
that is something that perhaps the three of us should address in the HOA. 
I do agree that the three of us need to get together and rectify these 
issues in regard to that, so I have no problem with that, I think that that 
should be cleaned up in house but not part of this annexation question. 
Thirdly is the water. According to Idaho water law and believe you me I’ve 
studies Idaho water law quite a lot, water belongs to the land, now I agree 
that when we originally set up the HOA we were monitoring and handling 
the water as an HOA because that was the easiest system in place. 
Because there is one point of diversion which is on ARK Property and 
there is a irrigation system that runs to all eight parcels that was easier at 
that time to deal with it as an HOA and that way if a pump should go 
down all the home owners have to go in and repair it by ownership and 
that was part of the HOA development plan. There has been some 
questions from my neighbors about whether or not they could separate 
their water from the other parcels water and I believe that is entirely 
possible, however, they would each need to identify a point of diversion 
on the creek, get that approved through Idaho Water Resources and we 
could easily separate anybody’s water right out of the HOA, so that they 
each have their own which quite frankly for me would be great because it 
does solve a big can of worms because right now I am paying all of the 
water cost because it’s too hard to figure out who’s got what and who’s on 
first and what’s on second, so I’ve just been paying them and everybody’s 
getting the benefit for the water and so far that’s been okay but I can see 
at some point in the future if it were not me perhaps that needs to be 
done but, water rights are appurtenant to the land, so I can’t take water 
and take it north of the creek, unless I put in a water transfer through 
Idaho Department of Water Resource. So, as I develop the first eight (8) 
acres of the RV park and I am no longer using Little Canyon Creek water, 
that is my intention, I will put in a request to transfer what portion of Little 
Canyon Creek water that is appurtenant to that ground that I am not using 
and moving it rather than lose it. And, for each of them, they can do the 
same thing. Where you are building lots are (Jensen’s) you have water 
rights for your full acreage is my understanding, where you are building 
lots are your losing that water if you want to sell that water from Little 
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Canyon Creek, I will take it. Because that is where I foresee the irrigation 
needs to move in order to have golf course on that side of the creek, if I 
were to put more holes on that side of the creek. I do not know if that 
answers everybody’s question but yes, it is covered under the HOA for 
the irrigation system and pumping system, but the actual water rights 
belong in our appurtenant to the acreage, does that make sense?  
Jensen:  Can I clarify something that was said?  
Schroeder:  I think we are pretty much all, this is all a little out of the 
ordinary, we have every single property owner that’s affected in the room 
here and it’s all on the record and I think if the chair is okay with that… 
Baker:  I think this is pretty productive.  
Carpenter: Yes 
Schroeder: Okay, it is not going to get us into any legal trouble.  
Jensen:  So, you know our concern, with the water rights is it was 
primarily one solution is we will just dissolve the HOA, we get rid of the 
conflicts, our water rights, the only thing attached to our deed is the HOA 
paperwork related to water rights, which that is how we are assigned to it. 
We kind of like some sort of internal governess but I think when we’re 
having a conversation we can fix those problems, it’s obviously not you’re 
problem, but it is theoretically could be a problem but one say we have to 
build no higher than 16 ft. the other one said we have to go higher than 
16 ft. which we were almost in because of the square foot requirements. 
Which I don’t see this to be that type of problem, I think that we can 
resolve that and then there are some things that I think, kind of like a 
republic where you can’t take away a right and then there are those other 
things where majority rules, but I don’t know those things, I am sure there 
is a solution. 
Schroeder:  I just want to clarify for the purpose of the zoning action of 
the cities interest in this that the lots as they are subdivided and they 
come in as a subdivision each lot has a single, is eligible for a 1 single 
family dwelling and assessor use but the city’s water is the cities 
municipals water system, so the irrigation water is not part of our thing.  
Carpenter:  Right 
Baker: Right yes no it does not.  
Schroeder: That must, we are interested…. 
Carpenter:  I am understanding now as far as the issues of the 
subdivision I do not know if those are anything that would be concerned 
as far as how we are zoning it, are they? 
Schroeder:  Again, no.  
Carpenter:  That is something, again with the subdivision and the HOA, 
correct? 
Schroeder:  Right.  
Baker: Yes.  
Hull:  Except if they’re in conflict.  
Schroeder:  Except if they are in conflict.  
Hull:  I was going to ask for some clarification. Use the animal example. 
So, what if the city said only cats, the HOA only said zebras and lions, 
now those are total opposites and so now  
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Schroeder:  If the HOA permits zebras and lions and you come into the 
city limits and the city prohibits zebras and lions then you cannot do it, 
even if the HOA permits it, or even requires it, you cannot do it. If HOA 
requires something that prohibited by ordinance, then you cannot do it.  
Hull:  Okay, but now the city says only cats or dogs, but the buyer does 
not want either a cat or dog they wanted a lion or zebra, they cannot do 
anything, no animals.  
Schroeder: Yes, right and to clarify something else another thing that 
occurs when somethings annexed, I think I gave this example to Mr. 
Jensen on the phone, is if your property is put to a certain use today and 
the county has permitted it and you get annexed that comes in as a lawful 
nonconforming use. So, it does not have to be terminated then and there, 
you’re getting a permit and you’re acting on it, you have a building permit, 
you’re doing it, then that comes in as a right it is depending on the nature 
of it so something that you may want to extinguish at some point in time 
or not. So, if it is a height restriction violation it can come in just fine and 
we just go oopsy and you know we not going to come in and go where’s 
the saw and cut down …. 
Hull:  In saying that, that does not take in account whether that will 
change the fact the property value because of that.  
Schroeder:  No, it does nothing…. 
Hull:  Now you have certain property area right and all of a sudden now it 
gets rezoned so even if let’s say I was part of this and got rezoned and all 
my exceptions were just grandfathered in, but I would tell you that there is 
an apparent loss of property value because of that.  
Schroeder:  There could be, there might be in a front but there’s a 
mechanism which is the first chapter of the Comp Plan which is property 
rights which allows you to demand of the city a regulatory takings analysis 
that says, you just put in this cement processing plant next to me and I 
think you’ve deprived me, well that’s a different taking.  
Let’s say you can do five things on your property by the virtue of zoning 
you can now do four you can request the takings analysis from the city 
and I type up a big long thing that says how much of your economic use 
of your property have I deprived you of and then we tell you, it’s a pretty 
high bar but it’s none the less it a right that you have get into the 
deprivation of property value that you’re getting at.  
Hull:  That actually a very narrow loss of property value, just changing the 
surrounding parcels could change your property values significantly and it 
seems like the landowner has no recourse, so.  
Baker:  Could I ask a question?  
Schroeder:  Sure 
Baker:  What is the animal rules on recreation, it does not say anything 
about, do you not have livestock? 
Schroeder:  No. So, just by virtue of coming into the boundary the animal 
control ordinance has nothing to do with the zoning ordinance, it is simply 
what you can have and cannot have.   
Baker:  No, but can, what would still be lawful?  
Schroeder:  If our animal control ordinance which is not a zoning 
ordinance, it’s simply, it’s just a police power, if our animal control 
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ordinance, if it does not contemplate or permit livestock, that is a very 
simple ordinance change, that can be done and that doesn’t even require 
this contortionist public hearing requirement, that simple goes on a 
reading calendar and it’s done.  
Hull:  So your saying the solution is changing the ordinances to match 
the zoning.  
Schroeder:  To some extent yes. If you have cattle grazing on your 
property and you’re going to be an annex to the city it could be an animal 
control violation and we don’t want that because I don’t think anyone in 
the city, you’re not going to have a cow down there by the library.  
Hull: And the reason I brought up the lighting, as Teresa said we have 
had several discussions and I trust McCallum’s to honor their word and to 
control the lighting, if they were to develop the property. The reason that I 
bring it up, the reason I would request a restricted use would be because 
they also said there is every opportunity, they may sell it and that new 
owner, without ordinance control can do whatever they want and then it is 
destroying my little piece of Shangri La.   
Baker:  Isn’t that the same thing about, like if you get grandfathered in, 
the zone changes but your thing has been there, that doesn’t necessarily, 
you can’t sell your place to the next person and expect, they’re not going 
to enjoy that same protection, is that right? Change the zone and you are 
not compliant but the next person comes along… 
Schroeder:  So, the nonconforming use is, it transfers, it just cannot 
expand. 
Baker:  Okay, you can guarantee you can sell it to the next person and 
the city is not going to make you tear the observatory down. 
Hull: Right.  
Carpenter: Back on track,  
Schroeder:  Yes 
Carpenter:  So, I can see the concern is the subdivision issue, the 
irrigation rights and to my understanding those are things that have to be 
worked out with the subdivision and HOA, correct? 
Schroeder:  Yes.  
Carpenter:  And so, our main focus is to make a recommendation to the 
city should they decide to annex, recommend what would be the proper 
zone and the McCallum’s and ARK have requested it to be R-4. So, we 
want to focus on that and, we want to focus on meeting the requirements 
of our Comprehensive Plan, our city Comprehensive Plan, and you (Geoff 
Schroeder), had mentioned some of those.  
I guess at this point it would be appropriate to ask is there any other 
public testimony? Is anybody have anything else they would like to add as 
far as testimony or questions, this has been informative I really appreciate 
it. So, once we have taken all our public testimony and we’ve heard our 
rebuttal from the applicant, at this point in time I will close the public 
hearing and we don’t need a motion for that we just close public hearing 
and move onto Item 5.  
4. CLOSE PUBLIC HEARING: (No Motion Needed) 
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5. DELIBERATIONS:  
Carpenter: At this point in time, I have closed the public hearing. We will 
start our deliberations. We need to discuss the findings to deliberate 
regarding those items to make sure the findings comply/compatible with 
the comprehensive plan for the city of Glenns Ferry.  
Carpenter: Denver do you have any discussion, comments? 
Price:  Well, it has been real informative hearing all this stuff although it is 
outside the focus of what we are really here to do but it’s been interesting 
to hear all this stuff. Do we make these recommendations to the city 
council as well as our recommendation on the zoning decision as far as 
some of the other stuff that Mr. Hull was talking about so that will be in 
our recommendation? 
Schroeder:  Yes based on the discussion of public comment we’ll put 
together some finding and fact, we’ll kind of summarize the testimony that 
was received and so you’ve had testimony from the applicant that said 
that they wanted to be R-4, you’ve heard concerns from neighbors of 
restrictions that are contained in R-4, but you’ve also heard the same 
testimony that they don’t oppose the annexation or the zoning of R-4 but 
we can also contain in a recommendation that the council consider some 
of those arbitrary restrictions so that in the future when the Jensen’s do 
seek to annex and I guess I should also add in the record while we are 
doing the deliberation, I owe Mr. Hull a letter but I want to clarify that it is 
not the cities intent to seek involuntary annexation of Mr. Hull’s property 
regardless of it’s proximity if the Jensen's do annex. I have not reviewed 
at this point yet the bargain for exchange on the easement for his 
property so I cannot speak to the content of it, but I can say that as of 
today and as of the day the Jensen’s seek to annex the city will not seek 
to involuntarily annex Mr. Hull’s property. I just want that on the thing. 
Price:  So since we are discussing this, it sounds like the HOA and the 
rest of them have some internal issues they’ve got to work out there and 
that is between them, as far as our recommendations on whether it 
should be R-4, that’s our deal here, and that’s it, and like I’ve said, it’s all 
been good information all the way around but… 
Schroeder: Exactly. So, you are looking to deliberate and review whether 
or not that zoning is consistent with the comp plan and with the 
surrounding properties.  
Carpenter:  That is when we move into the bullet points. I will go through 
some of those for consideration the first one:  

●Ensure that zoning and other ordinances do not unduly   
obstruct or inhibit economic growth or stifle innovation. 

Baker:  Can I back up a step, before that first, I’m listening to what 
everybody is saying, what Geoff is telling us and I am thinking do 
we need to back up and straighten out the R-4 zoning designation, 
the rules in it first, because what I’m hearing here is that nobody 
really has a problem with that being that, it would be in everybody’s 
and the city’s best interest to have all of these lots, all zoned 
together, it just makes sense. You know and kind of have them all 
be in the same zone and if we’ve got a couple of rules in here that 
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are really gumming up the whole works wouldn’t it make more 
sense if we put the zoning and annexation thing on hold for a 
minute, fix this first and then go back to that and then everybody 
could be happy?  
Geoff:  Okay so, I think that is a good strategy, the only question I 
would have is I would turn to the applicant, I would ask the 
applicant, if there is a time issue here or if pausing this, if the 
applicant is fine pausing, because the issue is, unlike changing the 
animal ordinance or any other ordinance in the city, changing a 
zoning ordinance comes with two week notice public notification, 
public hearing then recommendation by this body then the council 
so it’s a two month process to change that 16 feet. to any other 
number but 16. So, if the applicant is fine with going forward with an 
annexation knowing that trailing the thing a couple of months 
behind is that, you are right that is absolutely the way to do it but 
maybe we just do this and then change it or not and I would defer 
to the applicants wishes.  
Price:  How many other issues are there besides the 16ft.? What 
are we talking?  
Baker: Hull’s guest house thing. 
Schroeder: The guest house issue is a very good point.  
Carpenter:  The only thing we will be fixing tonight would be the 
properties that have been requested at this time, because the other 
properties are not in question at this time.  
Schroeder:  No, they are not, they are not but that was the primary 
reason that the Jensen’s opted not to, well other than the fact they 
did not know this was included just to try to get into that same time 
cycle so we could get this done at once. That is their primary 
objection, so if this thing was paused to change the zoning 
ordinance to remove the 16ft height requirement and substitute 
something else then they may well change their plan to join the 
annexation at the same time.  
Price: What is involved in changing that, what’s the process, that’s 
a city council issue, isn’t it? 
Schroeder: No, we start again here.  
Price:  It started in here but still ends up there.  
Schroeder:  The problem is we have to draft an ordinance 
amending Title 11, Chapter 6, the R-4 delete the 16 ft. height 
requirements to allow for buildings, we draft that, publish it in the 
newspaper, notice of public hearing, it doesn’t require physical 
posting, it’s more of a legislative change, non the less it has to 
comply with notice and hearing, it’s not a site specific one, none the 
less it has to comply with notice and hearing requirements. You 
have the two 15-day notice, notice to all political subdivisions, 
public hearing recommendation to the council, notice and hearing 
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for the council, so another two weeks out, then they approve it, then 
we roll back in here…. 
Price:  We do this all over again.  
Freeman:  We start all over again.  
Schroeder:  Well, no we do not. So, we have the public hearing, 
done for the ARK Properties, we would only have to do one more 
public hearing for the Jensen’s property and then Mr. Hull can stay 
where he is if he wishes or if he finds…. anyway, I will not even 
seek to get an answer.  
Baker: So, we would move forward here with the assumption, 
cross fingers that eventually all of these properties are going to end 
up being all of a zoning block, eventually.  
Schroeder:  They may. The other thing is if we trail, if we take up 
the recommendation from the ARK Properties for zoning R-4, then 
we follow it up with the request, a new hearing cycle to modify it, 
then the Jensen’s annexation could trail that at the same time and 
that could actually be done at the same time.  
   
●Does this encourage innovation in new commercial, industrial or 
other uses that spurs economic development while maintaining 
essential character and quality of life.  
●Review, monitor, and update land uses within the city and impact 
area on a regular basis.  
●Update zoning, building and /or other ordinances to be in 
conformance with the adopted comprehensive plan as required by 
state law, and as meets the needs and intent of the citizens through 
their elected and appointed governing boards.  
●compatibility of Land Uses: Allowance of uses other than 
agricultural uses are inhibited, reduced, or otherwise adversely 
regulated.  
●Consider case-by-case instances of compatible mixed uses, 
innovative and new strategies of best use of available land 
consistent with community standards and goals.  

 

McCallum:  So, personally I feel like with as long as it took to get 
the first RV park done, in looking is that map current?  
Freeman:  Well yes and no, because we just did the cemetery 
rezone, which needs to be updated.  
McCallum:  I would request that we move forward with my request 
today with my full intention and hopes on my part that you will 
continue with the things that were talked about today and I would 
also perceive that if this is truly correct (current zoning map 2020) 
that this parcel right here and the existing RV park should probably 
go in about the same time as the Jensen’s come in also. So, I am 
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just throwing that out there that maybe there is more to this then…. 
but please let us not hold me up another 6 months. 
Carpenter:  Right, okay I have here also on the comprehensive 
plan we have listed here things to consider, “Review, monitor and 
update land uses within the city and impact area on a regular 
basis”.  
So, it is sounding like some of that needs to be done.  
Baker:  Yeah, yes.  
Carpenter:  Moving forward with just as Teresa McCallum has 
mentioned with going ahead and designating her proposal as R-4 
and then we can still in an orderly manner progress to fix some of 
the things that we have talked about today, does that make sense 
to everybody? 
Price:  Yeah 
Baker: Yes. 
Hull:  Madam chair may I excuse myself?  Thank you for hearing 
me out.  
Carpenter:  Yes, and thank you very much. 
Price:  Good night.  
Carpenter:  Did you read through all of the comprehensive plan 
considerations (comp plan bullet points) 
Price:  Yes 
Baker: Yes 
Carpenter:  Do I need to read those again, aloud. 
Price:  No 
Baker:  No 
Schroeder:  No, the staff report is part of the record.  

 

Item 5. DISCUSSION/MOTION: [Action Item] Deliberation/Discussion on 
Recommendation by Planning & Zoning to City Council Zoning of 
Certain Parcels* of Property in Elmore County, Idaho, Considering 
to be Annexed into the Corporate Limits of the City of Glenns Ferry, 
Idaho: (Roll Call Vote) 

Baker:   I will make a motion that the Planning and Zoning Commission  
recommends to City Council that the parcels in question belonging to ARK  
Properties, we recommend that they be zoned R-4.  
Price:  I second it. 
Carpenter:  I need a roll call, Denver-yes, Jennifer-yes, so I do not need to be 
the tie. 
Schroeder:  You can vote, you vote.  
Carpenter:  I vote yes, also. 
  
Item 6. DISCUSSION/MOTION: [Action Item] Regular P&Z Meeting 

Scheduled for December 1, 2021: 
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Carpenter:  I have a question, if we want to move forward with another public  
hearing? 
Schroeder:  I was just going to suggest if you want to increase the frequency of  
your meetings and maybe have one sooner then later.  
Carpenter:  So, we can get these out of the way? So, everybody walks out  
smiling.  
Schroeder:  Right.  
McCallum:  So, in the R-4 zoning it would be really nice to be able to continue 
agricultural, farming uses until, you know like I am not going to be able to do  
anything with this and I would hate to be out of…… 
Baker:  Putting up a crop.  
McCallum:  On the existing parcels. So, potentially being able to continue to  
farm… 
Schroeder:  Yeah, so there is a balance, we want to frequently exam this, to go  
in and remove those things that are an obstacle and Teresa’s point about  
continuing ag property is extremely consistent, there is an entire thing about  
compatibility of land uses particularly with agriculture and recognizing them so. It  
is like taking the cart before Or I want that squeaking to go away and I know the  
brakes are getting old, but they will be fine…. 
Carpenter:  We need to set a date.  
Baker:  Today is the third and in two weeks is the 17th of November.  
Price:  It would be different then the December 1st meeting? 
Baker:  Yeah, yes so, it would be the 17th and then December 1st is two weeks  
later. 
Schroeder:  So, we have the meeting the 17th and we get our ducks in a row we  
can have, Lori, get notice to the paper so you can schedule a public hearing for  
the December 1st meeting.  
Carpenter:  Nice, I like it. Cut to the chase. And so, we have decided our next  
meeting in order to recommend amendments to the zoning code for November 
17, 2021. Do we need a motion?  
Schroeder:  No, you just set it.  
 
Item 7.  COMMISSIONERS COMMENTS: 
 
Item 8.  MOTION: [Action Item] Adjourn: 
Price:  I make a motion to adjourn the meeting.  
Baker: I second that motion.  
 
 
Adjourned at 7:27 pm 
 
 
 
 
Approved by the P & Z Commission: 11/17/2021     
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